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______________
WHO IS TOROS FC?
Established in 2017 as an Official Academy, Dodge City Toros
Football Club was born with a vision of providing Organized
competitive soccer in the South West Kansas Region for everyone.
The Club currently has 300 Young academy players from ages 4-12
boys and girls & is the most economical in Kansas. Our numbers
grow every year. We are Now a 501 c3 Non-Profit organization.
Speak to your accountant about donating for a good cause.
The UPSL league Provides additional exposure and playing
opportunities to adults and youths living in Dodge City. Considering
how fast soccer is growing in the USA, the team has made it a
priority to make the city of Dodge a part of the growth and provide
academy players inspirations for the future and develop
opportunities for our community. Your sponsorship would be of
great value to our City.

TOROS FC ----Why Should You Become a Sponsor?
Sponsoring a team that plays in the UPSL brings
added and unique value to your brand. Soccer is a
huge loved sport by the hispanic community and it's
by far the most popular sport in Dodge City.
Throughout the competition, your business will
receive exposure both locally and nationally.
Included in this package are a variety of unique
sponsorship opportunities that can be tailored to fit
your business and Advertising needs.

2021 Social Media Numbers-----Facebook Only
Reached almost the whole City in a year
The numbers speak for themselves, partner with us!
OVER 1,500 Followers on Facebook!

DC TOROS IS ALSO ON ALL MAJOR SOCIAL MEDIAS
For the year of 2021!

TOTAL VIEWS OF 143,757
This number is going to keep growing

GOLD BLACK and WHITE SPONSORS WILL BE FEATURED IN OUR DODGE CITY DAYS FLOAT!

TOROS SUPPORT SPONSOR

Part of the proceeds will go to our scholarship Program for the
Academy allowing lower income families to play soccer. Gold,
Black, & White sponsors will be part of our parade float for DC
Days. For Donations to Our 501 c3 contact us.
Dodgecitysoccer.com

